**FEATURES**

**THERMOPLASTIC SHELL**
Available in 11 colors for 48 hour quickship.

**THREE UPHOLSTERY OPTIONS**
To suit project needs:
- All Plastic (AP)
- Upholstered Seat (US)
- All Upholstered (UP)

**INDY SHIPS STANDARD**
With non-marring floor glides which also feature integrated chair alignment capability.

**POSTURE-FLEX TECHNOLOGY®**
Offers 15 degrees of back and/or seat repositioning to reposition and stretch muscles when seated for longer durations.

**INDY’S FRAME IS AVAILABLE**
With optional DL2 Cart.

**WITH OPTIONAL DL2 CART**
Indy stacks 33 chairs high while maintaining clearance under 80” doorways. On the floor Indy stacks nine chairs high and six chairs if seat is upholstered.

**INDY WILL STACK**
Armless on armless but not armless on arm.

**CHOOSE FROM OVER 1,000 TEXTILES**
Offered by Momentum, Designtex, 9 to 5 Signature® and the Symphony Collection. In the rare case we don’t have what you’re looking for, we’ll upholster your chair in any fabric provided to us!

**LIFETIME WARRANTY**
On all structural and mechanical components. Mesh, fabric and foam are warranted against wear through and deterioration for five years.

**QUICK SHIP!**
Indy ships in 48 hours in select quickship fabric and all eleven plastic colors.

---

**A HIGH DENSITY STACKER WITH MOTION.**
STATEMENT OF LINE

FRAME FINISHES

- CHROME FRAME
- BLACK FRAME

STANDARD FEATURES

- 15 degrees of flex for added comfort while seated during long periods.
- ALIGNMENT GLIDES (BLACK NYLON) are integrated into every Indy chair. These glides allow the user to perfectly align each Indy chair.
- OPTIONAL TOP GANGING CLIP GC3 (Gray nylon) may be added to firmly attach two chairs.
- OPTIONAL DL2 CART AP (all plastic) chairs may be stacked 33 high while still offering clearance through an 80” doorway. More than 33 chairs may be stacked on optional DL2 Cart in open areas.

INDY STACKS NINE CHAIRS HIGH ON THE FLOOR.

MULTIPLE UPHOLSTERY OPTIONS

- All Plastic (AP), Upholstered Seat (US), and All Upholstered (UP).

PLASTIC COLOR OPTIONS

- BLACK SWAN P01
- CLASSIC BURGUNDY P02
- CORAL RED P03
- SUNBONNET YELLOW P04
- WHITE WHISPER P05
- ESSEX BLUE P08
- PALE WATER GREEN P09
- CINNABAR ORANGE P10
- FEDERAL BLUE P11
- DOVER SKY P07

OVERALL WIDTH

- 22.0
- 21.5
- 33.0
- 18.0
- 17.5
- 18.0
- 17.0
- 16.0
- 0.7 yds
- 0.8 yds
- 19.0 lbs

OVERALL DEPTH

OVERALL HEIGHT

SEAT WIDTH

SEAT DEPTH

SEAT HEIGHT

BACK WIDTH

BACK HEIGHT

COM - US

COM - UP

WEIGHT

ARMLESS 1010

WITH ARMS 1020